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Chapter 1

About the Course
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Detailed explanation how to use 
this course in two ways:

● CLASSIC

● EXPERIMENTAL

What you need?

● A favourite device - this course works 

on all mobile devices as well as 

desktop. Simply click on PRESENT 

(look at the menu above the slide, to 

the right) and watch the video lessons 

and click on the links leading to 

exercises.

CLASSIC or EXPERIMENT
12 minutes • 2 video lessons
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Introduction - How to Use the Course
Classic

● Explanation 

● Q.A. Video

● You speaking

Classic                                             Experiment

1. Watch the video with the 

explanation.

2. Watch the video with 

questions and try to answer 

them based on the first video 

with explanations. 

3. When you feel confident, 

record your answers and send 

them  to me (either a  link to 

your Vocaroo.com answer or 

some other service).

1. Watch the video lesson with 

questions first, without my voice 

or any explanation. If you know 

all the answers, you can move 

on. If not, check the explanation.

2. After checking whether your 

answers were right, you can now 

do the speaking exercise.

3. When you feel confident, record 

your answers and send them  to 

me (either a  link to your 

Vocaroo.com answer or some 

other service).

Experiment

● Q.A. Video

● Explanation
● You speaking
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Introduction - How to View the Course
Google Slides

● You need to send me 

your e-mail in order to 
access the full version 
of this Google slide.

Google Slides                            PDF File

The advantage of using the course 
through Google Slides is that each 
video lesson is visible within the 
document.  Once you start the 
presentation (clicking on PRESENT 
button), you can flick through the 
pages and video lessons easily.

The advantage of using this course in 

the form of a PDF file is that you can 

print it, open it online and read it. 

However, there is one disadvantage. If 

you want to watch the video, you 

simply click on the video, and it opens 

in a new window, on Youtube. 

When you finish listening to the video 

lesson, simply go to the previous page 

(arrow pointing towards left), in order 

to get back to the PDF file.

PDF File

● You can download a 
PDF file on your 
computer, open it 
online, or print it.
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/oyo4f6e02lp984j/FREE-SES-Greetings-A1.pdf?dl=0


Links
12 minutes • 2 Videos

EXERCISES

1. Flashcards - link
2. Learn- link
3. MicroMatch- link
4. Gravity- link
5. Test- link

VIDEOS

1. Link to Video Lesson 1
2. Link to Video Exercise 1
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https://quizlet.com/215150952/flashcards
https://quizlet.com/215150952/learn
https://quizlet.com/215150952/micromatch
https://quizlet.com/215150952/gravity
https://quizlet.com/215150952/test?prompt-with=1&limit=10&matching=0&mult_choice=on&selectedOnly=false&showImages=true&tf=0&written=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=brZxuaLj0Nk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AAJrjw1lLzM


Introduction: Explanation
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=brZxuaLj0Nk


Introduction: Vocabulary
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AAJrjw1lLzM


Chapter 2

Greeting People in the Mornings, Afternoons and Evenings
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HELLO AND HI

➢ ZDRAVO
➢ ĆAO 

What to say after Hi?
2 minutes • 2 video lessons
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EXPLANATION 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9IEWgujsoNE


QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R3uNu84Uq94


Saying HI and HELLO
Classic

● Explanation 

● Questions - Answers

Ćao! Zdravo!

● ĆAO = ЋАО

This greeting is highly informal, 
something like “Hi”. 

We use it to greet people informally, our 
close friends, family, children, younger 

people.

● ZDRAVO = ЗДРАВО

This greeting is semi-formal, closer to 
informal than formal. We can translate it 
as  “Hello”.

Experiment

● Questions-Answers

● Explanation

Kako si? Kako ste?

The follow-up phrase is usually "How are you". In 
Serbian, it has a different form, depending on the 
fasct  whether it is formal or informal:

1. Kako si (ti)? Inf.
2. Kako ste  (Vi)? Form.

The possible responses are:

1. Dobro, hvala / Hvala, dobro = Fine, 
thanks.

2. Nije loše = Not bad
3. Super = Super
4. Odlično = Great
5. Ne pitaj! = Don't ask (me) (meaning 

something bad has happened)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9IEWgujsoNE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R3uNu84Uq94
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R3uNu84Uq94
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9IEWgujsoNE


GOOD MORNING

❖ DOBRO JUTRO

What to say after Hi?
2 minutes • 2 video lessons
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EXPLANATION 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LG4LPAG-2FI


QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ceh63_rprSc


Saying GOOD MORNING
Classic

● Explanation 

● Questions - Answers

GOOD MORNING                 DOBRO JUTRO

● DOBRO JUTRO

To greet people more formally, in 
the morning, until 9 or 10 o’clock, 
you can say “Good morning” = 
DOBRO JUTRO. 

The common response to DOBRO 
JUTRO is DOBRO JUTRO, also. 

● WHY DOBRO?

Most students ask me why “dobar 
dan” and then “dobrO jutro”?

The reason for the change is that 
“dobar” is an adjective which agrees 
with the noun it describes. In Serbian, 
most times it rhymes with the noun. 
With words in Neuter Sg., such as 
JUTRO or VEČE, the adjectives will 
end either in O or E. 

Experiment

● Questions - Answers

● Explanation
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LG4LPAG-2FI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ceh63_rprSc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ceh63_rprSc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LG4LPAG-2FI


GOOD 
AFTERNOON

★ DOBAR DANHow to Say Good Afternoon?
2 min video lesson • 2 video lessons
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EXPLANATION 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixeEtaAG1xY


QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ByieqtHe1I


Saying GOOD AFTERNOON
Classic

● Explanation 

● Questions - Answers

DOBAR DAN       KAKO STE?

Use DOBAR DAN to greet people 

formally during the day, from nine 

in the morning until six or seven in 

the afternoon, when we switch to 

“good evening” (dobro veče). 

This greeting is formal, and that is 

why it is often followed by “Kako 

STE?”, meaning “How are You?”. 

The appropriate response to 

DOBAR DAN is DOBAR DAN. 

● KAKO STE?

After saying DOBAR DAN, people 

often say “KAKO STE?” or “KAKO 

JE?”. The best responses would be:

● DOBAR DAN, HVALA, 

DOBRO. KAKO STE VI?

● DOBAR DAN, NIJE LOŠE, 

HVALA. (nije loše = not bad)

Experiment

● Questions - Answers

● Explanation
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixeEtaAG1xY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ByieqtHe1I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ByieqtHe1I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixeEtaAG1xY


GOOD EVENING

❏ DOBRO VEČE
❏ KAKO STE?

How to say Good Evening?
3 minutes • 2 video lessons
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EXPLANATIONS

24

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pm_IgNKvd_o


QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

25

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RHeGS-O87vg


Saying GOOD EVENING
Classic

● Explanation 

● Questions - Answers

DOBRO VEČE                          ZAŠTO DOBRO?

In the evening, or after six or seven 

in the afternoon, people tend to say 

DOBRO VEČE to each other. 

The best response to DOBRO 

VEČE, is also DOBRO VEČE.

Since it is a formal greeting, it can 

be followed by “How are You?” 

KAKO STE, as well. 

If you are wondering why VEČE is 

preceded by DOBRO, not DOBAR, 

you can read the explanation in one 

of the previous slides about 

DOBRO JUTRO.

The best way to learn the language 

fluently is to practice using the 

chunks of language, commonly used 

phrases and not to think much 

about grammar. However,  I will 

always provide an explanation and 

grammar drill. 

Experiment

● Questions - Answers

● Explanation
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pm_IgNKvd_o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RHeGS-O87vg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RHeGS-O87vg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pm_IgNKvd_o


GOODBYE

❖ DOVIĐENJA
❖ PRIJATNO 

How to Say Goodbye?
3  minutes • 2 video lessons 27



EXPLANATION 

28

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xq4KSbYQNoY


QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnC3eHfOqS8


Saying GOODBYE
Classic

● Explanation 

● Questions - Answers

DOVIĐENJA!                            PRIJATNO!

DOVIĐENJA is a greeting you use 

to say GOODBYE in Serbian. 

Unlike ZDRAVO and ĆAO, which 

can be used both when you meet 

someone and when you are 

leaving, DOVIĐENJA is used only 

at the end of a conversation, in the 

same meaning as GOODBYE. 

It is a formal greeting and the best 

way to respond to it is either to 

say DOVIĐENJA or PRIJATNO!

PRIJATNO is a word which has three 

different meanings. One of them is 

commonly used as a response to 

DOVIĐENJA, or instead of doviđenja. 

Basically, it means HAVE A PLEASANT 

DAY, and the word “pleasant” is the 

actual translation of the word. 

The same word is also used to say “Bon 

appetit” and as an adjective or adverb,  

meaning “pleasant” e.g. Vreme je prijatno 

= Weather is pleasant.

Experiment

● Questions - Answers

● Explanation
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xq4KSbYQNoY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnC3eHfOqS8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnC3eHfOqS8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xq4KSbYQNoY


GOOD NIGHT

● LAKU NOĆ

What to Say Good Night!
3 minutes • 2 video lessons
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EXPLANATIONS
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJb5d58Gg7o


QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rj2b0aiiUzM


Saying GOODNIGHT
Classic

● Explanation 

● Questions - Answers

LAKU NOĆ     HVALA NA POSETI

When you are saying goodbye at 

night, you can end a conversation 

with DOVIĐENJA, but also with 

LAKU NOĆ. 

The best response to LAKU NOĆ 

is the same phrase, LAKU NOĆ.

If you want to say “thanks for visiting 

(us)”, you can use the phrase HVALA 

NA POSETI (the literal translation 

would be “Thanks on the visit” lol). 

The best responses to such a phrase 

would be something similar to“Not at 

all, anytime”.

● NEMA NA ČEMU, I DRUGI PUT

● MOLIM, I DRUGI PUT

Experiment

● Questions - Answers

● Explanation
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJb5d58Gg7o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rj2b0aiiUzM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rj2b0aiiUzM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJb5d58Gg7o


BYE BYE 

★ ĆAO / ZDRAVO
★ POZDRAVITE SVE

How to Say Bye Bye?
4  minutes • 2 video lessons
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EXPLANATION 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECcAh6T-w-Q


QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzMMcEaHMXI


Saying BYE BYE and SENDING REGARDS

Classic

● Explanation 

● Questions - Answers

ZDRAVO, ĆAO!        POZDRAVITE SVE

ZDRAVO and ĆAO are phrases 

which we use both to greet 

someone informally, but also to say 

BYE BYE when leaving, also 

informally.

The best response to such a bye bye 

is simply to repeat what you have 

heard. If somebody says ĆAO, you 

can repeat ĆAO or you can say 

ZDRAVO,  and the other way round.

SAY HELLO TO EVERYONE! 

At the end of a conversation people 

in this region tend to send their best 

regards to the family members or 

simply everyone. That is why  after 

saying GOODBYE or BYE, we tend 

to say:

● POZDRAVI(TE) SVE!

● POZDRAVI(TE)  SVOJE! 

(meaning say hello to your 

folks)

Experiment

● Questions - Answers

● Explanation
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECcAh6T-w-Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzMMcEaHMXI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzMMcEaHMXI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECcAh6T-w-Q


Chapter 3

Speaking Practice
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DIALOGUE A MISSING
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSSGt1dw_4k


About the Author

Marina Petrović graduated from the University of Novi Sad, obtaining a diploma of an 
English language teacher in 1995. She founded her own private language school a year 
later in Novi Sad, Serbia. Back in 2008, besides running her business, she started 
honing her online teaching skills by creating digital teaching materials and websites for 
teaching Serbian and English. She has created series of online courses of Serbian and 
English. All her video lessons are supported by hundreds of interactive tests and 
additional exercises which you can find on her websites for teaching

❖ Serbian: LearnSerbianBlog.com - SerbianLesson.com - SkolaSRPSKOG.com  
❖ English:  EngleskiZaPocetnike.com - Moj.EngleskiZaPocetnike.com
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Contact
Marina Petrović

Skype: Marina.teach

Mob: +381644848313

Linkedin

https://www.linkedin.com/in/marinapetrovic/ 

E-mail: info@marinapetrovic.com 
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/marinapetrovic/
mailto:info@marinapetrovic.com

